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Ihad long dismissed aperture
cards, feeling my creativity
stifled by regular pre-cut

blanks in a limited range of
colours. However, when I came
to put these cards together I
realised that I’d judged too
hastily and began to fully
appreciate the design
possibilities aperture cards
can have. Pre-cut apertures
tend to be centralised circles,
ovals and rectangles, but by
using die-cutters, punches and
a few basic tools the creative
opportunities soon multiply.

For these cards, white
cardstock co-ordinated well with

my patterned papers, but I’ll
often make my own blanks from
coloured cardstock or patterned
paper – obviously pre-cut
aperture cards can’t offer this
level of choice. Furthermore, a
die-cutting system allows the
cutting of virtually any shape
and at any position on a card.
While using punches can be
limiting with regard to the
positioning of an aperture,
they nevertheless open up
significant design opportunities.

Die-cutting also allows
you to cut apertures within
apertures, so rather than
cutting into the card front,

frames can be made for
shaker boxes and dimensional
embellishments. My ‘Happiness’
card uses this technique to
frame the central stamped
image. I also mixed my dies,
teaming a scallop with an
inverted scallop to make a
rounded zigzag effect. I used
this method to make the
shaker box element, too –
using this frame method
means that the dimension of
the shaker is on the outside of
the card rather than adding
bulk to the inside and affecting
the spine of the card, as can be

the case with other methods.
The rising cost of postage

has caused me to rethink the
dimensional elements on the
cards I mail and, while I still
want my cards to stand out,
I don’t want them to cost the
earth to post. In particular, the
‘Dream come true’ shadow
box card solves the dilemma –
when standing, it has great
depth and dimension, yet it
folds and flattens to fit into a
regular envelope!

I’ve also considered the
creation of apertures for those
crafters who don’t use die-
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cutters and punches. My
patterned papers lent
themselves to some freehand
cutting on the ‘Home sweet
home’ card – just be sure to
use a nice sharp blade and
take the cutting slowly for
accuracy. I’ve also provided
a simple template for the
‘Beautiful day’ card – again,
the shape is simple and easy
to cut using either a knife
or scissors.
In making these projects,

I’ve come to realise that
aperture cards really provide a
link between the outside and
the inside of a card. Often we
spend so long on the card
front and give little to no
thought to the inside. The
aperture bridges that gap,
brings the eye into the card
and provides visual interest
without excessive bulk.

You’ll need
3white 9cm-square card blank
3kraft cardstock
33cm circle punch
3scalloped circle punch
3We R Memory Keepers 

Twirl patterned paper
3 flower stem stamp
3green & red inkpads
3sentiment stamp
3mini tag punch

Step by step

1Punch a circle in the cardfront as shown to create
your aperture.

2Stamp the flower stemdirectly onto the card
front below the aperture.

3Punch a circle frompatterned paper, then
re-punch using the scalloped
circle punch. Affix this
around the aperture, then
add the remaining circle
inside the card blank to
show through the aperture.

4Punch a tag shapefrom kraft cardstock,
stamp a sentiment and
attach to the top of the
flower stem to finish.

Hello

10
MINUTES
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1Stamp a sentiment into the centre of
a 3cm-wide strip of patterned paper. 2Make loose zigzag folds at each end of

the banner. Keep the folds loose. Cut the
ends into a ‘V’ shape.

3Glue the folds in place without creasing
to add dimension, and support the centre

by adding silicone glue.

Create a greeting banner

You’ll need
3white 10.5x15cm card blank
3cloud background &
sentiment stamps

3We R Memory Keepers 
Twirl patterned paper

3 red & white baker’s twine
3kite template
3 red & blue inkpads
3silicone glue

Step by step

1Stamp the cloud
background onto the

card front. Position the kite
template, trace and cut out.

2Cover the inside of the
card blank with

patterned paper leaving a
narrow border.

3Create a greeting banner
as shown below and

secure to the card front.

4Arrange baker’s twine to
form the kite tail and fix

in place to finish.

Beautiful day

Kite
template
shown at
actual size20

MINUTES
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Look for
interesting

apertures in product
packaging – you
could use them as
inspiration or even
as a template!

tip

25
MINUTES

Dream
come true
You’ll need
3white & kraft cardstock
3We R Memory Keepers Twirl

patterned paper
3Spellbinders Nestabilities

pinked circles dies
3die-cutting machine
3border & dragonfly punches
3Personal Impressions Lindsay

Mason Everyday Frog Prince
stamp set 

3sentiment stamp
3Letraset ProMarkers
3black & brown inkpads

Step by step

1Cut two 20.5x11.5cm
pieces of patterned

paper. Score both at 3.5cm
and 5cm from each end.

2Stamp the frog image
onto one of the pieces

of cardstock and colour in
using ProMarkers. 

3Attach a 10.8x10.6cm
piece of patterned

paper to the second piece
of cardstock, position
a pinked circle die
centrally over the
patterned paper panel and

cut the aperture.

4Fold along all the
score lines and

glue the front and
back together on the
end portion.

5Fix patterned paper
to the end portions

and punch the edges.

6Stamp a sentiment
onto kraft cardstock,

cut out and affix to the
top-left corner of the
aperture, along with a
dragonfly punched from
patterned paper.
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1Use the largest label die with the largest
circle centred within it to cut an aperture

within the label.
2Affix a piece of acetate to the reverse of

the label, using strong glue or Glossy
Accents for a good stick.

3Apply 3D foam tape around the edge of
the circle on the acetate side. Make sure

there is no gap at the join.

Create a shaker box

Frog shaker

You’ll need
3white 12.5cm-square
card blank

3We R Memory Keepers 
Twirl patterned paper

3Personal Impressions
Lindsay Mason Everyday
Frog Prince stamp set 

3grey inkpad
3yellow cardstock
3micro beads 
3acetate
3corner-rounder punch
3Letraset ProMarkers
3Spellbinders circles
& Labels 1 dies

3die-cutting machine
33D foam pads

Step by step

1Round the corners of
the card blank and

cover with patterned
paper, leaving a narrow
border and rounding the
corners.

2Add two strips of
patterned paper to

the card front.

3Create a shaker box
as shown below, and

affix to the card front.

Try not to
overfill your

shaker boxes to allow
the shaker elements
to move around

tip

Stockists
n To find your local
stockist of the Personal
Impressions Lindsay
Mason Everyday
Frog Prince stamp set,
visit www.personal
impressions.com30

MINUTES
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4 Remove the tape backing. It’s important
you do this before adding the micro

beads, as the beads may flick out.
5Add micro beads to the aperture. Don’t

over-fill it, as you want to allow the
shakers enough room to move.

6Close the back of the shaker box by adding
the background – here we’ve used a

stamped and coloured image.

Happiness

20
MINUTES

You’ll need
3white 15cm-square card blank
3white cardstock
3bird image & sentiment stamps
3 red inkpad
3Martha Stewart Punch Around

The Page
3Spellbinders Nestabilities

scalloped circle & inverted
scalloped circle dies

3die-cutting machine
3wooden bird embellishment
3We R Memory Keepers 

Twirl patterned paper
33D foam pads

Step by step

1Round the corners of thecard blank, then matt
patterned paper panels onto
the front and inside, leaving

narrow borders and rounding
the corners.

2Punch around the edges ofa 12.5cm-square piece of
white cardstock, then die-cut a
scalloped circle in the centre.

3Position the invertedscalloped circle die centrally
on the card front and cut out.
Apply 3D foam pads to the
reverse of the punched square
and add this to the card front.

4Stamp a bird image onto thescalloped circle that came
out of the punched square and
attach inside the card.

5Stamp a sentiment ontopatterned paper, cut out and
affix in the top left along with a
bird embellishment to finish.

Home
sweet home
You’ll need
3white15cm-square

card blank
3We R Memory Keepers 

Twirl patterned paper
3 ribbon
3silicone glue

Step by step

1Choose a patternedpaper that has an area
suitable for cutting out and
trim to 14cm square.

2Matt this onto adifferent patterned

paper, wrap ribbon around
the bottom then secure to
the card front.

3Cut another 14cm-square piece of the
patterned paper used in
Step 1 and attach inside
the card.

4Open out the card and,using a craft knife, cut
out some of the windows
on the patterned paper on
the card front, so that
those inside show through.

5Cut a sentiment frompatterned paper and fix
in place as shown using
silicone glue.

25
MINUTES
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1Matt two patterned papers together asshown, then punch a scalloped oval
aperture in the bottom right. Place the matt
onto the card front, mark the position of the
aperture and punch again.

2Punch two plain ovals from patternedpaper and stamp a sentiment onto both.
Apply double-sided tape on the reverse of
the matted papers above and below the
aperture, then place a line of thread across
the aperture.

3Attach the sentiment to each side of thethread, sandwiching the thread firmly
using a wet glue.

Create an aperture spinner

Friends are the best
You’ll need
3white 15x10.5cm
tent-fold card blank

3We R Memory Keepers 
Twirl patterned paper

3handbag & sentiment stamps
3green, orange & blue inkpads
3oval & scalloped oval punches
3corner punches
3yellow thread

Step by step

1Create an aperture spinner
in the bottom-right corner of

the card front as shown below.

2Cut a 7x5.5cm piece of
patterned paper, punch

the corners and matt onto a
different patterned paper
with rounded corners. Attach

in the top-left corner of the
card front.

3Stamp handbag images
onto the  panel created in

Step 2, and also onto three
different patterned papers.
Cut these out and affix over
the original images.
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25
MINUTES
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